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Abstract—We propose a service-oriented web application
framework named iWeb, which enables web application adap-
tive to both context and QoS. In iWeb, a context model is
established and context information is collected systematically
according to the context model. An innovative service selection
approach based on context and QoS is proposed in the frame-
work as the leverage of implementation of application adaption.
This approach can select the best services respect to QoS and
context. For the usability of iWeb, thousands of available web
services are collected and grouped by functionality in order to
make service selection practicable. By providing development
tools, service-oriented web application can be developed easily,
and can fulfill its functionality using the selected services.
The framework makes service-oriented web application more
adaptive and flexible.

I. INTRODUCTION

Web service and SOA have been widely adopted in recent

years due to their inter-operation, reuse and globalization.

With prosperity of web service, services with similar func-

tionality start to emerge. It becomes possible to make SOA

more flexible by making use of services diversity. But

SOA development may become even more tedious and time

consuming, as finding the best services is a challenging

work.

Service selection is a prevalent way to find the best

services and we adopt it as our strategy to find the best ser-

vices in the framework. However, existing service selection

approaches usually focus on QoS, they aim to find the QoS-

optimal services. QoS-driven service selection approaches

can only increase the flexibility of SOA to some extent,

as they are totally ignorant of the complex and constantly

changing environment. They can’t provide different solu-

tions under different environments.

In this paper, we propose a service-oriented web appli-

cation framework, which using service selection over both

context and QoS to enhance application adaption. In the

framework, thousands of available web services are collected

and grouped by functionality. A service group consists of

web services with the same functionality, and during the

development of web application service groups are used

instead of individual services. Context information is a

variety telling something about the environment. So far,

most of the researches about context in web service and

SOA involve user intention deduction more or less, and little

of use in the framework. So we establish a context model

according to framework. Context information is collected

systematically and is used with QoS in service selection.

A powerful service engine implements the service selection

and is responsible for service scheduling and service call. In

particular, the contributions of the framework are:

• A formal context model is established and a context

information system is implemented. The context model

is established through analysis of the characteristics of

context information. The context information system

can collect context information according to the context

model from various clients. The system could be used

as an infrastructure for collection of context informa-

tion.

• An innovative service selection approach, which takes

both QoS and context information into account, is

proposed. The approach gives SOA greater flexibility,

which provides different solutions for different users, or

provides different solutions under different environment

for the same user.

• A powerful service engine is implemented. The service

engine is in charge of service selection, service schedul-

ing and service call. It is the service engine which

makes service selection approach practical in SOA.

• The framework increases the flexibility of the web ap-

plication, but doesn’t demand extra effort. Web services

are grouped by functionality and the Web services in a

group are encapsulated by a uniform interface. During

the development of web application only service groups

will be used and the developer does not need to know

the details of service groups, the developer could view

a service group as a component with certain function-

alities. The flexibility brought by service selection does

not need developer intervention and is achieved by the

powerful service engine in the framework.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section

II presents an overview of the framework and Section III

explains the framework in detail. Tools for the framework

is introduced in Section IV. Section V discusses the related

work. And finally, Section VI gives out the conclusion.
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Figure 1. Framework Overview

II. FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW

As shown in Figure 1, the framework can be divided into

3 layers.

The upper layer is responsible for interaction with users;

user interface is an important part in applications in this

layer. However, service call is not the upper layer’s job.

The upper layer transfers the task to the middle layer and

presents the result returned by the middle layer to user, thus

applications in the upper layer only need service call entries.

The upper layer communicate with the middle layer through

JSON format messages. Event bus is used to organize service

call entries and user interfaces into an unified application.

The lower layer consists of enterprise resources in the

framework, mainly a context database and a service repos-

itory. The context database stores context information col-

lected by the context system, which is implemented on the

foundation of context model. A service crawler is used to

collect available web services on the Internet. The collected

web services are grouped by functionality. Services in the

same group have the same functionality and are encapsulated

by a uniform interface. The service repository stores the

results of service grouping and encapsulation.

The middle layer is the core part of the framework. The

service engine is running in this layer, including interceptor,

service selector, service scheduler and service invoker. The

interceptor is responsible for capturing transferred service

call from the upper layer. This service call request can be

a composite service, which is composed from individual
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services through workflow. After service call capturing, the

service selector will decide the best services according to

QoS and context information. The service scheduler will

schedule the service call if the service is a composite one.

And finally the service invoker will invoke the actual ser-

vices to get the results and send the results to the interceptor.

The interceptor then will dispatch the results back to the

upper layer in JSON format.

Every application in the upper layer has a corresponding

application model in the middle layer. The corresponding

application model holds necessary information about the

application, which will be used by the middle layer for

service call. Using the framework to build a web applica-

tion, developer only needs to develop the upper layer and

the corresponding application model. And the framework

offers tools for both the upper layer and the corresponding

application model development to further reduce the burden

of developers.

III. FRAMEWORK ELABORATION

A. Web Application

Web applications developed by the framework are consist

of HTML code, CSS code and JavaScript code. And web

applications are presented to users through web browser

thus to achieve platform independence. A web application

usually contains user interface, service call entries and the

logic between them.

User interface is in charge of interaction between users

and the application. In the framework, several commonly

used layouts are predefined and dozens of useful user

interface controls are provided to facilitate the user interface

development.

The actual service calls are completed by service engine,

so there are only service call entries in the web application.

We should point out that a service entry can not only

correspond to the call of an individual service, but also the

call of a composite service which is composed by individual

services through workflow. And the framework provides a

powerful service call editor, which aims to help developers

with development of service calls that correspond to the

service call entries.

The logic between user interface and service call entries

is accomplished through an event bus in the web appli-

cation. The event bus monitors all the events in the web

applications, through event publishing and event subscribing

the links between user interface and service call entries

can be established. And the framework provides convenient

event publishing and subscribing mechanism. Except event

publishing and subscribing mechanism, to further reduce

the burden of developing a rich application, the framework

provides injector mechanism, timer mechanism etc.

Each web application capable of running in the web

browser has a corresponding application model as shown in

Figure 2, which describes the web application in a formal
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Figure 2. Application Model

language and aids service engine in service selection and

service scheduling. The application model contains basic

information for the web application, weight plan which will

be used in service selection, flows which represent service

calls, context information which might be used in the web

application and intermediate variables used among flows.

B. Enterprise Resources

1) Context Database: One important feature of the

framework lies in context information, web applications

can use context information conveniently and the service

selection is based on QoS and context information. To

achieve this, context information collection is a neces-

sity. As mentioned before, anything that capable of telling

something about the environment is context information,

context information is a great variety. We need a context

model to classify the context information. It is almost an

impossible task to establish a perfect context model which

describes everything, as things are added or removed from

the environment from time to time, the context model needs

extensibility.

Upon on the characteristics of context information, we

propose a context model using OWL [23] for its extensi-

bility and formality. Context information varies in different

domains, for instance, the context information collected from

a mobile phone can be very different from the context

information collected from a desktop. So the context model

is divided into two parts in semantic as shown in Figure 3.

One is upper ontology, which provides a common vocabu-

lary for representing general concept. The class context acts

as an entry point of reference for declaring the ontology
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Figure 3. Context Model

context model. It is inherited by a set of derived classes,

computation, user, physics and time. This means we divide

context into four categories. These concepts may also consist

of a set of derived classes too. The other is domain-specific

ontology, which is a low level ontology defining detail of

the general concepts in form of attribute and value.

On the basis of context model, we implement a context

system which collects context information from various

users and network terminals, such as mobile phones or

desktops. And in addition to the collection of context infor-

mation, the context system manages the context information

from various sources in a uniform way and provides multiple

query interfaces with different granularity to facilitate the

use of context information.

2) Service Repository: The functionality of web applica-

tion is completed by service call. Services are fundamental

elements in the framework, so we use a crawler to collect

thousands of available services from Internet. With rapid

development and wide adoption of Web service, there has

merged services that have the same functionality, so we

group services by functionality to offer web applications

greater flexibility by using service selection as leverage.

After the crawler has collected WSDL [24] documents

from Internet, an information extractor will extract func-

Figure 4. Service Grouping

tionality information from the documents, such as types,

messages, port types, etc. Then a term generator will be used

to generate terms using the extracted information. The term

generation has four steps, lexical analysis, tag removal, stop

word removal and vector generator. In the end, the cluster

will use a K-MEANS [32] algorithm to group the services

by functionality. We will confirm the services in the same

group having the same functionality manually.

After service grouping is done, although the services in

the same group have the same functionality, they may have

different input/output parameters. We encapsulate services in

the same group using a uniform interface, to make the use

of these services. We need three elements to encapsulate a

service, a JAVA [25] file, a XML [26] configuration file and

a XLST [27] file.

The JAVA file should implement a JAVA interface file,

which have six interfaces as shown in Listing 1.

� �
p u b l i c i n t e r f a c e S e r v i c e A d a p t e r {

/ / The p r o t o c o l t o be used f o r c a l l i n g t h e
s e r v i c e , c o u l d be ge t , pos t , SOAP1 . 1 ,
SOAP1 . 2 , e t c .

p u b l i c a b s t r a c t P r o t o c o l g e t P r o t o c o l ( ) ;
/ / The URL o f t h e s e r v i c e .
p u b l i c a b s t r a c t S t r i n g ge tServ iceURL ( ) ;
/ / The URL o f t h e SOAPAction , r e t u r n n u l l i f

t h e p r o t o c o l i s n o t SOAP1 . 1 or SOAP1 . 2 .
p u b l i c a b s t r a c t S t r i n g getSOAPActionURL ( ) ;
/ / The map s t r u c t u r e params r e p r e s e n t s t h e

u n i f o r m i n p u t parame te r f o r t h e group ,
t h i s i n t e r f a c e t r a n s f o r m s t h e u n i f o r m
i n p u t parame te r t o t h e parame te r t h e
s e r v i c e needs .

p u b l i c a b s t r a c t S t r i n g g e t S t r u c t u r e d P a r a m s ( Map
<S t r i n g , S t r i n g> params ) ;

/ / Get t h e XLST f i l e .
p u b l i c a b s t r a c t I n p u t S t r e a m getXSLT ( ) ;
/ / Re tu rn t h e r e s u l t i n s t r i n g u s i n g u n i f i e d

f o r m a t .
p u b l i c a b s t r a c t S t r i n g p o s t R e s u l t ( ) ;

}
� �

Listing 1. JAVA Interface

The XLST file is used to transforms result returned

by the service to a uniform JSON format string, which

will be delivered through postResult method in the JAVA

interface file. If we write JAVA file and XLST file for

every service in the group, the service invoker will be able

to call all the services in the group using the same input

parameters (params in method getStructuredParams in the

JAVA interface file) and get the same output parameters as

result (string returned by method postResult in the JAVA

interface file).
� �
<s e r v i c e>

<s e r v i c e I D>s e r v i c e I D< / s e r v i c e I D>
<groupID>groupID< / groupID>
<i m p l e m e n t C l a s s>s e r v i c e A d a p t e r I m p l< /

i m p l e m e n t C l a s s>
< / s e r v i c e>
� �

Listing 2. XML Configuration
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The XML configuration file records encapsulation infor-

mation for the service as shown is Listing 2. With these three

files, the services in the same group could be invoked by the

service invoker with no difference, thus we can use service

groups for web application development in the framework.

And we have collected thousands of available services

and have encapsulated hundreds of groups, provide them as

enterprise resources in the framework.

C. Service Selection

The increasing availability of Web services that offer the

same functionality but are different in non-functional prop-

erties has made the service selection a practical problem.

Service selection is to select the best service from a group

of services offer the same functionality. And in the past few

years, QoS service selection has been extensively studied.

QoS service selection select the QoS-optimal service from

a group of services, Table I gives out some common QoS.

Table I
COMMON QOS

Cost
represents money that a consumer of a Web service
must pay in order to use the Web service

Reliability
Represents the degree that a Web service is able to
serve a request

Reputation
Represents the reputation of a Web services based
on user feedback

Throughput
Represents the number of request that a Web service
can serve at the same time

Response Time
Represents the time elapsed from the submission of
a request to the time the response is received

In QoS service selection a utility function (or in other

term) is used to evaluate the service. The most prevalent

definition of utility function is by the weighted sum ap-

proach, which can be shown mathematically in the following

formula.

Fi =
n∑

j=1

wj · fij , where
n∑

j=1

wj = 1 and 0 ≤ wj ≤ 1

Object function fij denotes evaluation score of some

QoS, and as QoS is a variety, weight coefficient wi which

summed up to 1 is used to reflect tradeoffs among QoS.

Although QoS service selection approaches can improve

SOA flexibility to some extent, they have limitations. They

can’n provide different solutions under various environments

as they are totally ignorant of the complex and constantly

changing environment.

We propose an improved service selection, which take

both QoS and context information into account, to further

enhance the flexibility of SOA. Service selection is done

on non-functional properties, which in our regard include

QoS and context information. Unlike QoS, which is usually

numerical, context information is hard to use directly. So in

our approach we have two categories of non-functional prop-

non-functional
properties

QoS
properties

context
properties

ResponseTime
Throughput
Reputation

...

(context item,
rules)

(context item,
rules)

(context item,
rules)

Figure 5. Non-functional Properties

erties, QoS properties and context properties which should

be telling how services will response to the environment.

Using context ontology model we proposed, the environ-

ment will be described in form of a set of context items,

which have context item attribute. And as mentioned, context

properties should be telling how services will response to the

environment. To achieve this, we model context properties

as key-value sets. The key is context item and the value is

rules associated with the context item. The key tells which

context item this context property has relation with, and the

value tells how the service will response to related context

item.

Similar to the first order logic, rules in the value are

composed of constants, predict symbols which take effect

on context item attributes, variables and logical operators.

The details of these elements are given out in Table II.

Table II
RULES ELEMENTS

Constants Individual values, sets and ranges
Predicate Symbols LessThan, NotEqual, Equal, LessThanOrEqual

GreaterThan, etc which compare individual value
with another; ContainedIn, NotContainedIn which
judge relation for individual value and set;
Within, NotWithin which judge relation for
individual value and range

Variables
Represent attributes for context items which can
be individual values, sets and range

Logical Operators ¬,∨,∧,→

We can use these elements to define AssertClause recur-

sively as following:

1) Suppose A is predicate symbol takes effect on context

item attributes, then A is AssertClause.

2) If A is AssertClause, then ¬A is AssertClause.

3) If A and B are AssertClause, then A ∧ B is Assert-

Clause.

4) If A and B are AssertClause, then A ∨ B is Assert-

Clause.

The rules are in the form of following formula, which means

if AssertClause is true, the service will get a score of n,

otherwise will get a score 0.5 (which means the context

item has little effect on the service). And n is in the range

of [0, 1].
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RULE : AssertClause → Score(n)

And in our approach, the object function fij could be

used to denote score of some QoS property, and could also

be used to represent score of some context property. Suppose

G is a service group with services S1,...,Sn, and for a service

Si, suppose it has QoS properties qi1,...,qim and context

properties qi(m+1),...,qio. The object function fij for QoS

property qij is calculated as following if the QoS property

is to be maximized (the bigger the better):

fij =
qij

max(qkj)(k=1,...,n)

The object function fij for QoS property qij is calculated

as following if the QoS property is to be minimized (the

smaller the better):

fij =
min(qkj)(k=1,...,n)

qij

And the object function fij for context property qij is

calculated as following where rij is the rule in the context

property:

fij = rij()

So the utility function for the service Si can be calculated

as following (we assume the first x QoS properties are to be

maximized):

Fi =
x∑

j=1

wj · qij
max(qkj)(k=1,...,n) +

m∑

j=x+1

wj · min(qkj)(k=1,...,n)
qij

+
o∑

j=m+1

wj · rij() where

o∑

j=1

wj = 1 and 0 ≤ wj ≤ 1

As showed in the formula, utility function calculation

for the service contains three parts. Two of them concern

QoS properties and the last one concerns context properties.

The improved utility function takes into account both QoS

properties and context properties, making service selection

able to response to context. By using this service selection

approach, service selector in the framework can select best

services according to QoS and context information, making

the SOA much more flexible.

D. Service Engine

Service engine is responsible for actual service calls, and

is core part of the framework. Service engine is run in

server runtime and is consists of interceptor, service selector,

service scheduler and service invoker.

The interceptor is in charge of the communication with

web applications. And it provides callback functions, before

the begin of service calls and after the end of services calls,

so as to offer more operability.

By using the service selection approach we proposed, the

service selector selects best services from groups according

to QoS and context information. The object functions are

calculated through formulas in subsection Service Selection,

and the weight coefficients can be got from weight plan in

web application model. The service selector will select the

services with highest utility from groups.

The main function of service scheduler can be divided

into five parts, interceptor information resolution, serial call

of services, parallel call of services, single service call

and parameter assignment. They correspond to interpret

IntercepterInfo, SequenceNode, ParallelNode, InvokeNode

and SetNode in the web application model. IntercepterInfo

connects the service scheduler and the intercepter, and is

the starting node and the ending node of a flow. InvokeNode

represents calling a single service, which SequenceNode and

ParallelNode mean call services in sequence or in parallel.

SetNode helps data transformation among other nodes. The

UML of service selector is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Service Scheduler

The service invoker will call services using service se-

lection results and pass responses to the interceptor. It calls

services in a uniform way by using implemented service

adapters, and transforms the responses using defined XLST.

The service engine completes functionality of web appli-

cations through actual service calls, and makes fulfillment of

functionality flexible by using enterprise resources, service

selection approach we proposed, etc. It is the service engine

that makes web application more flexible.

IV. TOOLS FOR FRAMEWORK WEB APPLICATION

DEVELOPMENT

As mentioned in Section III, developers only need to

develop the upper layer and the corresponding application

model, while the functionality of web application is accom-

plished through service calls. And the framework provides

two useful tools, web application editor and application

model editor, to facilitate the development.

Web application editor is an Eclipse plug-in, which

provides developers a general web project manager and

organizes files of a web project in publishing format. It

accelerates development by offering common user interface

controls and useful mechanisms, such as event publishing

and subscribing mechanism, injector mechanism, etc.
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Explorer Workspace Controls

Figure 7. Web Application Editor

Application model editor, which is a visual editor and

as one of the core components of Web application editor,

is provided to facilitate the edition of application model.

The editor consists of flow editor and overview editor. The

flow editor help developers with service flows of application

model in WYSWYG (What You See What You Get) mode,

and the overview editor is responsible to all the contents

remaining. These two tools improve the usability of iWeb

framework, decrease development difficulty and shorten the

development time cycle.

Overview Editor

Flow
Editor

Figure 8. Application Model Editor

V. RELATED WORK

Web mashups are web applications generated by com-

bining content, presentation, or application functionality

from disparate web sources [11]. Researchers have created

different mashup tools and platforms, such as Yahoo Pipes

[28], Google Mashup Editor [29], Microsoft’s Popfly [30]

and IBMs QEDWiki [31]. However, Web APIs and RESTful

(Representational State Transfer) reign supreme in web

mashups. Building web mashups using Web services is a

burdensome task, which is especially true when the web

mashups are designed to be adaptive.

Service selection can be used to enhance user experience

of SOA. There exist several service selection approaches.

Zeng [2] [3] proposed a global planning approach for

QoS-driven service selection in composed service. Tao [4]

proposed a broker-based architecture and several efficient

heuristic algorithms to find the optimal services in com-

posed service under QoS constrains. Alrifai [5] proposed

an approach combining global optimization and local opti-

mization to efficiently find optimal services. However, these

approaches focus on QoS and are ignorant of context; they

can only increase the flexibility of SOA to some extent.

Context is commonly used in service discovery and

recommendation. Chen [6] designed an event-driven rule

based system to recommend services according to people’s

context changes. Yang [7] proposed and implemented a

system which can deliver contextually matched Web services

to meet service requesters’ needs. Hua [8] proposed an

approach to capture the potential services which the user

might need, based on the relations among context values. In

these approaches, context is used for user intent deduction,

in other words, context is used for functionality deduction.

However, in these approaches the functionality of SOA is

indifferent to context. Current context researches in Web

service and SOA can’t be used directly in our behalf.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we present the iWeb framework, which is

a service-oriented web application framework with service

selection over QoS and context information. Developing

tools including web application editor and application model

editor are provided in the framework to facilitate the web

application development. Web applications developed and

run in the framework provide better user experience as the

service selection approach will choose the best services

according to the QoS and context. The framework con-

tains context system and service repository. The context

system, which is implemented based on a context model

established through analysis of the characteristics of context

information, could be used as an infrastructure for collection

of context information. The service repository stores the

grouped services from the Internet, which makes the service

selection approach practical. In the end, the service engine

in the runtime implements the innovative service selection

approach and is responsible for service scheduling and

service call. By all these aspects, the framework offers the

web application great flexibility and adaption.
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